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1. Group members
Angela Beale, Falmouth and Penryn Conservation Group
Steve Besford-Foster, Planning Consultant
Henrietta Boex, Director, Falmouth Art Gallery
Grenville Chappel, Mayor and Councillor, Falmouth Town Council
Tom Ebdon, Head, Falmouth School of Architecture
George Gillow, Development Surveyor, Cornwall Housing
Mike Jenks (Chair), Falmouth Civic Society and Architect
Tim Kellett, Architect and Urban Designer
Oliver Lane, Head of Accommodation Services, Falmouth Exeter Plus
MJ Long, Architect, Partner of Long & Kentish Architects
Dominic O’Neill, Head of Projects, Falmouth Exeter Plus
Bill Radmore, Chartered Surveyor
Richard Thomas, Chartered Surveyor, Richard Thomas Partnership
Jo Widdicombe, Planning Consultant, Situ8
Matthew Williams, Planning Officer, Cornwall Council
Members of the group who acted as alternates or resigned
Tim Brooksbank, Falmouth Exeter Plus
Michelle Brunton , Falmouth Exeter Plus
Kieran Highman, Planning Officer, Cornwall Council
David Hosken, Exeter University

2. Meetings
The group met formally for the first time on 2nd October 2015, and had seven
further meetings through to the end of June 2016. A draft Interim Report was
prepared and circulated to the Group for comment on 10th May 2016, and
revisions made. Contact was maintained throughout the process via email,
through information posted on Dropbox, and through the exchange of
comments.

Informal meetings were held with Cornwall County planners concerning the
Allocations process, with AECOM who were commissioned to undertake a
study of the town centre, and with the Universities. Contact was also made
with developers interested in various sites in the centre of town.

3. Narrative for Falmouth
3.1. Falmouth’s development1
Falmouth’s fine setting stems from its location on the South coast, its long
complex ria system of the tidal Fal River, facing onto the Carrick Roads, one
of the largest natural deep-water harbours in the world. It is surrounded by a
very attractive landscape, much of it an AONB, and is bounded by a beautiful
coastline.
The town’s development has always been driven by its coastal location. From
the17th Century Falmouth was a strategic port, often the first call for
returning Royal Navy ships, and home to the Packet Service carrying mail to
and from Britain's embassies, colonies and outposts. In the nineteenth
century major dock and ship repair facilities were developed to the south of
the town, and after the opening of the Cornwall Railway extension in 1863 the
town added also grew as a seaside resort.
As the town expanded, high ground to the north and south concentrated
development into a band of commercial activity along the shoreline forming a
linear ‘main street’. Most of the waterfront was developed as private plots and
marine businesses with narrow public routes to the waterfront, known locally
as ‘opes’. As a result, publicly accessible quays and wharves are limited.
Streets ran parallel to the waterfront, whilst the slopes were developed for
artisan cottages. In the nineteenth century the town grew along the shoreline
to the north, whilst genteel villas and formal terraces appeared on the plateau
above the town. Later the seafront overlooking Falmouth Bay was developed,
including the Falmouth Hotel and the Princess Pavilion, and several pleasant
parks and gardens were created. A short distance west, the deep valley of
Swan Vale, and the natural Swan Pool, became significant local amenities.
In the later nineteenth and twentieth century the town expanded beyond its
tight confines up the surrounding hills, with several large housing areas
meeting the needs of dockworkers, retirees, and commuters working in Truro
and elsewhere. In more recent times a new University of Exeter campus was
created at nearby Penryn, followed by the development of Falmouth
University from its founding College of Art, both of which have had a
significant social and economic impact on the town. It is still a small town, the
2011 Census showed a population of 21,797, with 9,509 households.
Today, Falmouth has a unique mix of strengths and weakness. On the
positive side it has a beautiful coastal setting, a rich social and architectural
heritage, a characterful town centre, the expanding Universities, a beautiful
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This section is based on text from: Falmouth Coastal Community Team (2016), Falmouth 2030:
Falmouth Coastal Economic Plan January 2016, Falmouth Town Council.

river giving access to deep water, and top notch attractions. These give
immense opportunities for prosperity through tourism growth, docks
development, higher education expansion, and new maritime and other
knowledge based industry.
But on the negative side there are challenges: the peninsula like location
restricts the trading catchment and can cause transport problems, the town
centre environment is conflicted between car and pedestrian, there are
decaying buildings, significant levels of deprivation, a relatively low wage
base, housing affordability issues, and Victorian Infrastructure, amongst other
things, all of which threaten the town’s future prosperity. The Neighbourhood
plan aims to build on its strengths and tackle its weaknesses.

Fig. 1 Falmouth’s growth, 19th – 20th centuries

3.2. A vision and narrative for Falmouth
Falmouth rightly has been voted as a very special place. It was rated by the
Sunday Times in March 2014 as the 4th best place to live in the UK, and in
March 2016 it was highlighted as the best place to live in the South West.
Also, in 2013 it was one of the top three locations nationally identified as a
‘Great Town’ by the Academy of Urbanism.
The aim is to enhance the town and its special status, and maintain
its excellent qualities over the period until 2030, and beyond.
In order to achieve this, the plan needs to be sustainable, and to balance the
competing needs for growth and development with protection and
enhancement. This fits closely with national planning policy and a
presumption in favour of sustainable development, socially, economically and
environmentally2. These three pillars form the foundation for the
Neighbourhood Plan.
a. Social: Ensuring a strong, healthy and just society
A key ambition is to achieve a balanced community across the town. At
present the population, compared with Cornwall as a whole, is slightly underrepresented by the youngest in society, but over-represented by the 18-23
year olds (nearly 16% of the total population). The proportion of working age
people (24-65) is slightly less than Cornwall’s and so too is the proportion of
the over 65s3. There is a slight but not unmanageable imbalance, caused
primarily by the influx of students.
The plan ensures that the capacity to provide family housing matches the
growth target of 1,123 additional homes, and takes account of the growth
predicted for the Universities in student numbers. The control of
accommodation for students is through an Article 4 Direction to kerb the
spread of family homes being converted into HMOs. This is to be balanced by
a positive distribution of some sites suitable for managed student
accommodation, with a potential limit to the numbers to be catered for.
The targets set for the growth of housing to meet Falmouth’s (and Penryn’s)
demand can be met on key sites around the town, in the form of urban
extensions. The plan sets out a framework, guidance and policies to ensure
that this growth creates sustainable communities that have the necessary
infrastructure, facilities and connections to make them good places in which
to live.
The plan has identified the educational, health, welfare and recreational
facilities needed for a sustainable town, and earmarked opportunities for
enabling development to fund improvements. The identification and
protection of valued green and open spaces is also a fundamental element of
the plan (see separate report).
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Department for Communities and Local Government (2012) National Planning Policy Framework,
DCLG, London, (NPPF)
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b. Economic: Achieving a sustainable economy
The plan endorses the economic plan prepared by the Falmouth Coastal
Community Team4, which is:
To take Falmouth forward into the 21st Century through a strategy that
builds on the town’s unique and traditional sea-port character whilst
providing exciting new opportunities for housing, retail, tourism,
industry and bringing improved environment and facilities for its
residents. To do so in a way that ensures that the town becomes a
sustainable place to live, work, visit and learn in.
Support is set out for the dredging of the harbour, the Universities, some
intensification of existing industrial sites, and policies of regeneration. The
plan should enable policies to promote Falmouth’s marine, digital, design and
marketing industries, and to reinforce the bid to have the best broadband
links to compensate for its peripheral geographic location.
A key part of the plan is to bring vitality and viability to the town centre, and
to support the retention of a strong and engaged BID to maintain a strong,
vibrant and diverse retail offer. This needs to have regard not only to the
day-time economy, but also to the evening and night time economies, which
are essential components in supporting a viable town centre.

c. Environmental: Living within environmental limits
The plan sets out policies for both the built and the natural environment.
For the built environment good design is encouraged and policies and
guidance set out and/or good practice referred to. The plan sets policies to
enable the regeneration of the centre of town through the creation of a
desirable destination in the Church Street car park, by managing traffic and
parking, by upgrading the streets, helping to provide living accommodation
over shops, and through a combination of infill and new build, to add
affordable housing for families, and some managed accommodation for
students.
Where new development and sites are identified, they have been tested
against sustainability criteria before being deemed suitable for development.
The type of development, its associated facilities, the accessibility of facilities
and public transport has been considered, and policies set out to achieve it.
The importance of a site’s history, setting, surrounding buildings and views to
and from the sites are also part of the assessment. Some sites have been
deemed unsuitable for development.
Falmouth has a significant network of footpaths and pedestrian routes which
help to reduce dependence on the car, and to encourage a healthier lifestyle.
Policies will be put in place to strengthen and improve these, and to build on
4
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the existing network of cycle connections into the centre of town. In particular
policies for footpaths, cycle routes and connections to the town will be key
aspects of the infrastructure, and to obtaining permissions in developing the
urban extensions around Falmouth.
It should also be noted that growth in housing that is not matched by a
growth in infrastructure will lead to severe environmental issues. Sewerage is
one case in point where significant investment will be required through South
West Water to avoid the constant overflows and pollution in public space that
has occurred in Falmouth, e.g. on the route of main sewer in Tregoniggie
Woodland and the Bickland Stream.
The protection and enhancement of natural environment, the open and green
spaces and the maritime and coastal character are fundamental to the plan.
The assessment of over 140 sites and associated policies are contained in a
separate report.

4. Tasks undertaken
4.1. Site Assessments: Potential for Development
Following a review of sites within and around Falmouth, this section sets out
the sites the Group has considered as having development potential of some
significance and those sites that have been included in the SHLAA. The report
on each site summarises the findings of the group, gives a brief assessment,
and outlines the policies that will be developed in more detail for the sites
with a high development potential.
While individual sites have been considered, it has been done in a strategic
context noting the targets for the growth of housing and student numbers.
The Group’s work has closely paralleled that of the Town Framework and the
Allocations DPD, and our findings and ideas have fed into it. The sites that are
most suitable for managed and purpose built student accommodation were
identified and are strongly promoted and selected because they are locations
that integrate them well. Evidence of the issue of pressure on existing homes
from student demand, the conversion to HMOs, where there may be hot spots
will be obtained for the Article 4 process. The issues for delivery and the
benefits that might accrue to the town from allocating such enabling
development have been identified. The same process has been true of the
housing sites, and also some facilities such as sports/recreation grounds.
The aim throughout has been to make the best and most efficient use of land,
to identify the most appropriate sites, and to ensure that Falmouth benefits
from any development.
Of particular concern has been the issue of housing development. The Group
has been clear that it is not just a matter of housing numbers, but one of
building sustainable communities, and of ensuring that Falmouth is enhanced
by its urban extension, and not disbenefitted5. Issues of housing type,
densities and connectivity, community and the facilities needed for
sustainability have been taken into account in assessing each site. A
workshop (see Figs 2 & 3; reported in section 4.2) located Falmouth’s
communities, and potential communities that could potentially be
strengthened through the growth in housing, provided the process of planning
and design was right.
The Group intends to produce a framework and policies within which master
planning of Falmouth’s urban extension can be done. It is a key
recommendation that such master planning involves stakeholders and
communities to ensure the right facilities and need are met, and appropriate
designs and connected communities are created. The two maps below show
the communities in Falmouth, and the potential communities that could be
formed with the expansion of development on the peripheries.
40 sites have been assessed, and they have been grouped as follows:
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Much of the land for Falmouth’s urban extension lies outside its boundaries in the Parishes of Penryn
and Budock. But this growth in housing impacts directly on Falmouth and will draw almost entirely on
Falmouth’s infrastructure and facilities. As such, although outside the NDP boundary, the frameworks
and suggested policies should form guidance for these sites.

A. Sites to North and East – housing expansion and creation of sustainable
communities
B. Central town sites – regeneration, parking and residential infill
C. Scattered sites within boundary – enabling development, residential infill
and community facilities
D. Coastal and waterside sites – protection from development

Fig 2. Falmouth’s communities identified

Fig 3. Communities to be strengthened

4.2.1. Site Assessments: Location Map
Fig 4. Location map

4.2.2. Site Assessments6
a. Summary of development potential
Type of
development

Potential use

A.1 (LLC) Church Commissioners

New build

Housing, local centre

A.2 (LLC) Vospers/Sainsburys

New build

Mixed use, housing/students

A.3 (LLC) Sainsburys store

Intensification

Retail/industrial units

A.4 (LLC) Hillhead Farm

New build

Housing

A.5 (LKC) Falmouth AFC

New build

Housing, Local Centre

A.6 (LKC) Lower Kergilliack

New build

Housing

A.7 (MC) Menehay

New build

Housing, local centre

B.8 Quarry

New build

Housing/students, car park

B.9 Argos/Hine Downing

New build

Housing

B.10 Church Street car park

Regeneration

Flexible use, open space

B.11 Grove Place car park

Enhancements

Car park, landscaped space

B.12 TA centre car park

New build

Housing/students, car park

B.13 Extension car park

New build

Housing/hostel

B.14 Water sports centre

Intensification

Water sports, housing over

B.15 Well Lane car park

Enhancement

Disabled car park

B.16 Backlands

New Infill

Houses

C.17 Falmouth Wharves

Regeneration

Marine industry & Arts

C.18 Coachworks

New build

Housing

C.19 Four Winds

New build

Housing or hotel

C.20 Depot

New build

Housing

C.21 Falmouth Hospital

Regeneration

Health/hospital

C.22 Health Centre

Regeneration

Health

C.23 Rosslyn Hotel

New build

Housing

C.24 Adult Education Centre

Enabling dev.

Education + some housing

C.25 Playing fields

New pitch

All-weather pitch

C.26 Falmouth RFC

Enabling dev.

Sport, infill opportunity

C.27 Garage, Boslowick

New build

Houses

Sites

6

Development
potential

The assessments were based on the RTPI Planning Aid methodology and the National Planning
Policy Framework, and informed by the results of public consultation (the questionnaire and the
Community Plan), stakeholders, and expertise and local knowledge within the Group.

C.28 Pumping Station

n/a

Hard to develop

C.29 Dell car park

Enhancement

Car park & transport hub

C.30 Dell garage backlands

New Infill

Houses/students

C.31 Melville Road sidings

New build

Apartments or hotel

C.32 Adml. Nelson car park

New build

Apartments

C.33 NMMC rear

New build

NMMC boat building/repair

C.34 Ocean Bowl

New build

Housing or students

C.35 Pitch & Putt

n/a

Open space

D.36 Old Oil depot, Pendennis

New build

35 apartments in process

D.37 Middle Point

Replace house

Single dwelling

D.38-39 Land, Ships & Castles

Protect

Open space

D.40 Horsefields, Swanpool

Protect

Open space

Key
Suitable for development
Development possibilities
No development, protection

(Policies for housing will include diagrams showing the framework for guiding
the development of the sustainable communities.)

A. Sites to North and East – housing expansion and creation of
sustainable communities
These sites are the key locations for the provision of housing and Falmouth’s
urban expansion. The creation of sustainable communities here is achievable
with careful planning and design, a framework to ensure that there are
connections for vehicles and pedestrians, the appropriate infrastructure and
facilities. Development, particularly along Bickland Road, needs to go hand in
hand with traffic calming and better public transport links to the town centre
and Penryn, with bus stops and real time information.
Three potential communities have been identified that would make the growth
sustainable, and not just the addition of just housing numbers. These have
been named with working titles, but which should ideally be named with the
help of the local community in the consultation stage.
The first incorporates the Church Commissioners land, the Sainsburys sites,
the recreation ground and an under-provided existing housing area around
Lambs Lane. It overlaps the Hillhead Farm land and Falmouth School. This
could be named the Lambs Lane Community (LLC) – but could alternatively
be named Ashfield because of Ashfield House and its interesting history.

The second could be centred on Bickland Road where the approved housing
scheme has identified a site for a local facility and is close to Falmouth
Football club. If the traffic speed is lowered the existing road could become
high street to link both sides of the community. The community embraces the
land at Lower Kergilliack, and the existing housing bounded by Trescobeas
Road and Tregoniggie woods, and close to the industrial estates. It could form
the Lower Kergilliack Community (LKC).
The third is the land surrounding Menehay House and Farm, and embraces
existing housing in Mongleath, a primary school and Falmouth Business Park.
A local centre would be needed at the junction of Mongleath Road with
Bickland Water Road. It could be named the Menehay Community (MC)7.

The Lambs Lane Community (LLC)
A.1(LLC) Church Commissioners Land adjacent to A39:
OS grid ref, SW790337: Site area, approx. 13ha

The land is outside the Falmouth NDP boundary and is split between Budock
and Penryn.
This is an important growth area for Falmouth and needs to be planned as
such. The land will be included in the Site Allocations DPD.
The site should be integrated into the existing community bounded by
Trescobeas Road, and should provide the facilities that are missing in the area
7
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to form a sustainable community. The population growth may justify a
primary school, and this should be investigated.
The site is split by the railway, and a link for vehicles will need to be
established. Vehicular access should be established between the Union Road
roundabout and the Vosper’s site, potentially following the line of the existing
track down to the roundabout. Links should also be established between this,
the Vospers/new Sainsbury’s site and the existing community. A new edge to
Falmouth can be created on this boundary south of the bypass.
The western part of the site has sensitive landscape issues, and the green
approach to Falmouth, and views down to the water be maintained. Any
development should be positioned there with due regard to the views and the
topography. The eastern part of the site is largely hidden from the by-pass
and is suitable for high density housing. An ‘urban’ frontage onto the
recreation ground should be planned.
The recreation ground is in need of upgrading, and must be included in the
integrated plan for the area. This could become a centre or focal point for the
new and existing development. The redundant sports pitch could be
redesigned as a high quality public park with new development fronting onto
it. There is also scope for some redevelopment or improvement of the
existing housing on the south side to further contribute to this special place.
A significant improvement to make it better and more useable by the
community may allow some trading to establish both pedestrian and a
vehicular link along the line of the railway from Lambs Lane to the site. This
would need to be subject to significant community engagement.
A development framework should be produced for this site and A2, A3 and
the adjacent existing school and residential areas to ensure these are
integrated as a sustainable community. This should be done before any
individual planning applications are prepared.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting

Designations
Topography

Predominant land use
Economy/employment

Education

Grassed fields with some hedges. Visible from the
roundabout, but hidden by the bypass cutting down
the hill. The green aspect and views over to the town
and down the bypass to the water provide an
important setting for this site.
None (but included in SHLAA)
Sloping from East to West with a 50m drop. The
slope is steeper from the railway line down to the old
quarry (Vospers site). However, the land rises slightly
to the South when viewed from the roundabout.
Agricultural
Easy access to Commercial Road and some
employment around Ponsharden. The industrial
estates would be easily accessible if a link is made to
Union Road
A primary school may need to be built, as none are
within 800m. Close proximity to secondary school.

History/heritage

Ashfield house and history of rope works. Historic
field boundaries.

Development
potential

High. An important site for Falmouth’s urban
extension to cater for its housing growth targets. Its
use should be for housing.
The green aspect in the Eastern corner of the site
adjacent to the roundabout, which could be combined
with sensitive development within a quality
landscape.

Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community

Building type/design
Densities/layout

Facilities

Connections

Transport
Open space

Landscape

The potential to create a community if linked to
Lambs Lane, as well as Vospers/Sainsbury’s to the
West, and Falmouth School and Kergilliack to the
East
Housing, mixed tenure, apartments, town houses and
semi-detached, with at least 40% affordable
Graded, from 70+dph adjoining the recreation
ground to give an urban edge, and close to the
Falmouth Road junction; 35-40dph for houses and
some lower towards the protected Eastern edge
Currently inadequate (apart from the School), there
is a small convenience store on Acacia Road. A new
local centre should be created within the high density
area adjacent to the recreation ground.
Vehicular connections should be made at the East by
the roundabout, the West to the Vospers site, and
South to Lambs Lane. A new bridge across the
railway line to be built to join the two sites.
A bus service will be required. In an ideal world, a
train station would transform the area.
The recreation ground should be upgraded to create
a public park at the heart of the new community
(funded by the development). A green edge should
be maintained on the northern and eastern
boundaries which should be publicly accessible and
be fronted onto by the new development. This
should create a high quality and definitive edge to
Falmouth and maintain some longer views.
However, the land may need investigation as it may
have been used as a Council tip, and need
remediation, or restrict what can be developed.
Screening on the Eastern edge of the site, and to a
high standard throughout. Also to ensure exiting
landscape, hedgerows and veteran trees are
protected and well integrated into public space within
the new development.

A.2(LLC) Vosper’s/New Sainsbury site:
OS Grid ref: SW793338: Site area, approx. 2.75ha

This is a large enclosed site and could provide good opportunity for
considerable growth. The boundaries of Falmouth and Penryn divide the site
into two, so part of the site is outside the NDP area.
The key issue relates to availability and potential for Sainsbury to release site
if they do not intend to develop a new store. Also it is linked with the future
of the existing store site next door. The retail requirements for Falmouth as a
whole mean that one of these sites would be needed to be retained for retail
provision for town.
If the site is released, then it is likely to be sold at a premium given that
Sainsburys who own all the sites around their existing store, and the
Ponsharden industrial estate, have heavily invested in land assembly
including the existing store.
It is essential that this site is developed as part of the wider community and a
wider framework is established before detailed applications are prepared.
This will ensure that critically important connections between the sites, and
the right balance of uses and facilities, can be delivered.
The potential for the site is for mixed use, and is suitable for student
accommodation and high density housing, especially social and affordable
accommodation in the form of apartments for rent. It could be designed as an
urban village as it would require some local facilities to make it sustainable. It
would need to be connected, and links should be made between this and the
Church Commissioners land and the existing store site.

The adjoining Dissenters and Jewish Cemeteries are a Scheduled Monument
and Listed, and therefore are protected. Funding was to be provided by
Sainsbury’s if a store was to be built, and it may still be possible if the value
of the development would support it.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting

Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

Currently partly used by Vospers car sales, otherwise
some redundant structures and it is overgrown and
undeveloped, being part of Sainsbury’s land bank.
Planning consent is granted for a new ‘superstore’
with car parking and a petrol station – this consent
has a year to run.
The setting of this former quarry is bounded by trees
and hedges. To the East are fields, and to the West a
steeply sloping ‘cliff’, heavily vegetated. The key
sensitivity is the Scheduled Monument at the NW of
the site.
None within the boundary
Predominantly level, but with a moderate slope W to
E of some 15m rising to the back end of the site.
Commercial
Easy access to Commercial Road and some
employment around Ponsharden.
A primary school may need to be built, as none are
within 800m. Close proximity to secondary school.
Not known
High, a significant growth area, potentially for
students and affordable homes at high density, with
supporting facilities
The green edges, and the setting of the Jewish and
Dissenters’ burial grounds.
Potentially part of the community linked to the
Church Commissioners’ land
Mixed use - 5/6 storey affordable apartments and
student rooms
100+dph
Convenience store and/or Pub
To the Church Commissioners’ land to the East, and if
possible to the existing Sainsbury’s site to the West.
Good existing bus links to Falmouth, Penry and the
Universities. Close to Park & Float
Courtyard spaces/squares appropriate given the high
densities
The green edges of the site should be retained and
improved.

A.3(LLC). Sainsbury existing store site:
OS Grid ref: SW794337: Site area, approx. 2ha.

If the Vospers/New Sainsburys site is developed for student/social/affordable
housing, then the retail function should be maintained, plus, perhaps an
intensification of employment usage. If not, then it is a suitable site for
housing, and similar issues pertain.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting

Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage

Dominated by car parking, a supermarket shed, and
a row of small industrial units. Its western border is
tree lined and there is access to the Dissenters’ burial
ground. The SW boundary comprises a high retaining
wall (there is housing above, which cannot be seen).
A pedestrian route gives access to housing at the SE.
The main road and Ponsharden roundabout dominate
the northern edges of the site. The site is split in two
by the access road from the roundabout.
None within the boundary
Consists of two fairly flat levels – the industrial units
and lower car park, and some 5-10m above the
supermarket and car park.
Commercial and industrial
Some employment on site.
A primary school may need to be built, as none are
within 800m. Secondary school accessible by car, not
on foot.
Adjacent to Ashfield House (thatched and 1702
origin), owned by Tregelles and then Stephens

families. It was the site of a major ropeworks from
the early 19th century, the buildings being taken over
by the Falmouth Transport Company in the 1940s.
The supermarket (Leo’s/Co-op) was built in 1985
replacing the derelict buildings of the transport
company.
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

Contingent on the Vospers/New Sainsburys site. If
retail retained, some potential for intensification of
use on the industrial area of the site.
Western landscape and access to Dissenters and
Jewish burial grounds. The trees bordering the access
road, adjacent to Ponsharden roundabout, and
between the access road and car park.
An important community retail facility
Small industrial units
n/a
Retail and industrial units, and potential starter units.
To adjoining sites, though level make this
problematic.
Good existing bus service to Falmouth and Penryn
Consideration to existing treed areas, and improved
but secure access to the burial grounds
Important to retain most of the tree cover, and in
particular the western edge separating it from the
Vospers site.

A.4(LLC) Sites around Hillhead Farm, off Union Road:
OS Grid ref: SW785335: Site area (4 sites), approx. 6.1ha.

One site has a planning application in for 98 dwellings with a stub road
‘leading’ to the adjacent site which would extend the housing provision. The
two sites to the north are also suitable for housing development. As with all
the sites in this area which have planning applications in or plans for
development, they are disconnected cul-de-sac forms that segregate rather
than integrate into a properly planned development as a whole. Most are also
low density, so have no urban form, do not address the street, and are bereft
of the facilities needed to build a community. Added to the lack of facilities in
the existing surrounding development this would add to Falmouth’s problems
and provide only housing numbers, but no viable or vital community.
The neighbourhood plan or allocations process needs to ensure this
development does not happen cumulatively, but is properly planned with
clear urban design codes, and the requirement for facilities to support a
sustainable community. These sites taken together could, if well-designed
with a higher density core, deliver in the region of 300 houses and
apartments.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting

Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community

Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space

Fields enclosed with hedgerows. The land is visible
from the roundabout and approach to Falmouth. Busy
road to the west, and bypass to the north. Western
boundary is an important hedgerow with many trees.
The lane to the south is bounded with trees, and
housing opposite
None (but part to SW included in SHLAA)
The northern site is lower than the roundabout, so
visible. The land rises from north to south by about
30m
Agricultural
Close to industrial estates
Close to secondary school, and within 800m from
primary schools
Not known
High
The hedgerows, and the green space visible from the
roundabout
Situated between/overlapping the potential
communities of the Church Commissioner’s land and
one on a local centre at Falmouth AFC (if developed).
The roads act as a barrier.
Mixed tenure, ranging from higher density town
houses to semi-detached and detached
70 – 35/40 dph
In adjoining ‘new’ communities
To both communities where practical
Poorly served by public transport
To conform to Cornwall County guidance on open

Landscape

space per dwelling
To be a part of the framework, and master planning
with stakeholders.

The Lower Kergilliack Community (LKC)
A.5(LKC) Falmouth AFC:
OS Grid ref: SW787330: Site area, approx. 1.85ha.

The site sits on the periphery of the urban area, and could contribute to
delivery of housing if available. Its peripheral location and the distance to the
town centre or other more local facilities suggests the need to provide a local
facility or centre for any new development and the importance of delivering it
for new and existing communities. The AFC site provides an opportunity to
address the relationship between each side of the main road. However the
site is in an existing ownership and use, providing a community facility. This
might give rise to issues from Sport England in terms of loss of local
provision.
However, Falmouth School have earmarked a site for Falmouth AFC to move
to (adjacent to the western part of the Church Commissioners site). There
does not seem much reason to this, but if it did happen, then the release of
this site would be a considerable asset to Falmouth. It could either be suitable
as a neighbourhood centre with retail, and some housing, or with high density
apartment development of around 150 homes plus some facilities. The aim
would be to turn that part of the main road into a street that connects to
Bickland Water, and to sites for housing development at Lower Kergilliack,
(which could include the local centre) and to the site opposite the School off
Union Road. Again the aim should be to create a sustainable community that
integrates into the town.

Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting

Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage
Development
potential

Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout

Facilities
Connections

Transport
Open space

The AFC site is bounded by Tregoniggie Woods to the
south, by housing to the north and east, and Bickland
Water Road to the west. The site itself is
undistinguished. The Hillhead Farm sites comprise
open fields, bounded by roads to the east and bypass
to the north, including the major roundabout. The
west boundary is a significant hedgerow with trees.
Lower Kergilliack is rural at the edge of Falmouth,
bounded by an industrial estate and main road.
None
The AFC is flat, the other sites on rising ground, and
a valley in the Lower Kergilliack site with stream
flowing into Tregoniggie Woods
Leisure and agricultural
Close to industrial estates
Close to secondary school, and within 800m from
primary schools
No known
Contingent on an AFC move; if moved the potential is
high, and significant in creating a local centre for
Falmouth’s urban extension. The Hillhead and Lower
Kergilliack sites have high potential and are within
the DPD allocations. It is vital that these are planned
within a framework that will achieve a sustainable
community supported by a local centre.
The Tregoniggie Wood boundary to the AFC. The
western hedgerow to the Hillhead site, and the
boundaries to woodland at the north west end of the
Lower Kergilliack site. And the rural edges.
The potential to create a sustainable community
around the AFC site exists.
Housing; including mixed tenure, apartments, town
houses and semi-detached, with at least 40%
affordable
On the AFC site 100+dph, on the other sites graded
densities with around 70dph apartments and
townhouses, and 35-40dph detached and semidetached, and low density homes with landscaped
gardens at the rural edge.
Local centre and retail
Within and across the sites to create interconnected
streets rather than culs-de-sac. The AFC local centre
(if developed) should be integrated across Bickland
Water Road. This should be traffic calmed so that it
becomes a street that is possible to cross – perhaps a
shared space.
Poor bus connections
To conform to Cornwall County guidance on open

Landscape

space per dwelling
To be a part of the framework, and master planning
with stakeholders.

A.6(LKC) Lower Kergilliack sites:
OS Grid ref: SW784330: Site area, approx. 15.3ha.

This site has planning permission for 300 homes. The same issues as above
(Hillhead Farm) apply to this site. It needs to be planned in an integrated way
in order to ensure it helps create a sustainable community, and not become
yet another disconnected housing area. There will be significant landscape
and open space issues, and a need to protect and respect the rural edge to
the west. To the east is the road and industrial estate so there is a need to
design the transition from rural to urban across the site. More homes could be
delivered on this site if properly designed, and the use of standard house
types at relatively low density minimised.
A framework/master plan and design codes are needed for this site to
integrate it into its surroundings in Falmouth and the town. Either this site, or
the AFC site, should contain a local centre.

The Menehay Community (MC)
A.7(MC) Sites around Menehay House and Farm:
OS Grid ref: SW789322: Site area, approx. 13.9ha.

Included in the SHLAA, and identified in the workshop as a potential area for
Falmouth’s urban extension and the creation of a community with a local
centre at the junction of Bickland Water and Mongleath Roads. However, this
is a very sensitive site given its proximity to Budock, its terrain and
landscape, and for views over the fields to Budock Church. It is not included
in the Town Framework, as target numbers for housing growth have been
catered for in the peripheral sites to the north. If it was ever to be needed for
development, then it would need a rigorous set of design codes and a welldesigned master plan.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting
Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage
Development

Fields divided by hedgerows, bounded by Bickland
Water Road to the east, housing, a school and
industrial buildings. To the west wooded and green
fields with significant views to Budock Church.
None (but included in SHLAA)
Rising to the east and undulating.
Agricultural
Close to industrial estates
Close to secondary school, and within 800m from
primary schools
Surrounds the historic Menehay House and Menehay
Farm to the south
Currently none, but with future potential

potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

Landscape and trees to the west, views of Budock
Church, and proper separation between any
development and Budock
Potential provided local centre is provided.
Dependent on master plan and design codes
Dependent on master plan and design codes
Local centre
Dependent on master plan and design codes
Poorly served by public transport
Dependent on master plan and design codes
Dependent on master plan and design codes

B. Central town sites – regeneration, parking and residential
infill
These sites are crucial to the regeneration of the centre of Falmouth. One of
the key ambitions to this is the partial closure of the Church Street car park in
order to create an attractive destination for shoppers, visitors and tourists,
with a promenade, facilities, views and connections to the harbour and
ferries. In order to achieve this, the car parking spaces displaced will need to
be accommodated at the sites at either end of the main shopping area, and
these to be connected with an improved shuttle bus service. In addition to the
deliveries, needs for parking of residents will need to be managed and
accommodated. The main routes through (Market, Church and Arwennack
Streets) will need upgrading and potentially turned into shared spaces.
The important sites, the Quarry, Maritime and TA car parks, and the Church
Street car park are to an extent inter-dependant. If displaced parking cannot
be accommodated, then either parking spaces in Church Street will be lost, or
its regeneration rendered unviable. Given the importance of these sites, the
improvements and opportunities they could deliver to enhance the town, a
special group to further develop the thinking and design should be set up.
B.8 Quarry Car park:
OS Grid ref: SW804329 : Site area, approx. 0.7ha.

This site is important strategically to the centre of Falmouth with 281 spaces,
and needs to be considered in relation to the Church Street car park, and the
former TA site at the other end of the main route through the town. The aim
is to decant most of the parking in Church Street in order to regenerate it as

a desirable destination for visitors and residents, and to share the displaced
parking spaces between the Quarry and TA sites.
It is a central site well related to the town centre and close to public the
transport hub at the Moor. Access to the site is constrained via a steep hill. It
is surrounded by dense student development, and contained within steep
quarry sides to the N and NE.
It provides an excellent opportunity for dense housing development –ideally
for student use in light of proximity to other student accommodation adjacent
to it. The numbers of students in this location would enable effective
management, and full on-site management should be a planning condition.
The car park, although often underutilised, is important provision and its
retention is important. Potentially it could accommodate a multi-storey
development with increased car parking to take some displaced spaces from
Church Street, with apartments or student rooms surrounding and above.
Overall it is an excellent opportunity for a dense development within the town
centre.
The site has been considered by developers who have produced a sketch
scheme with over 400 student beds plus a multi-storey car park for around
360 cars which, if financially viable, could be implemented. To an extent, its
topography would shield the surrounding homes from noise. There is,
however, disquiet amongst the public and some councillors at the number of
students which could be a problem, despite the advantages of them being
there.
Negotiations with the County could affect viability, either for housing or
student accommodation and provision of increased parking. A broad appraisal
of the economic options for this site is appended.
B.9 Adjacent land at rear of Hine Downing and Argos: These are not
currently available, but might be and offer some potential for housing and
retail. It is possible that these adjacent sites could provide a less steep access
to the Quarry, and maybe a lift accessed via a retail store.
Also, a less steep pedestrian route via Webber Hill is possible if improved.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting
Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education

Former quarry used as car park. An elevated
position, bounded on two sides to north and
northwest by quarry face covered in shrubs, scrub
and trees
None
Steeply sloping access rising some 15m from the
Moor. The top of the quarry is some 20m above the
car park surface.
Car park
Very close to the main shopping area, and to the
Moor, Library, Council Offices and new facilities in the
old Post Office.
Within 800m of primary schools, distant from
secondary school. Direct bus links to the Universities

History/heritage
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community

Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

at Tremough. Hilly walk to University departments in
Wood Lane
Not known
High. Dense development with multi-storey car park
The greenery at the top of the N and NW side of the
site, which offer some screening and a good backdrop
Controversial if used for student accommodation, as
numbers concentrated in area could cause an
imbalance. However, also would yield considerable
benefits to the evening economy and facilities in the
town – provided the accommodation is well-managed
High density apartments/ rooms, single aspect
surrounding car park, and multi-storey above. Good
contemporary style
Very high
None needed, apart from car parking
The steep topography makes pedestrian access
difficult and fairly inaccessible for those with
disabilities
Excellent for public transport as close to transport
hub.
Limited, possible terraces on various levels of
development
Existing trees and shrubs on boundary

B.10 Church Street car park:
OS Grid ref: SW809328: Site area, approx. 0.46ha.

A significant town centre site used as car park (168 spaces) to serve the
central core for the main street in Falmouth. It is in a very sensitive location,
with significant concerns about its use. It provides a good opportunity for
development however the site is not straightforward and potential costs of
development would be likely to significantly limit development potential.
While it serves a useful function as a car park, it is a poor quality public space
at the heart of this historic town. The site is perhaps Falmouth’s greatest
underused asset with huge potential to bring long term benefits for maritime
activity, as a visitor attraction, community events, and commercial uses. With
its regeneration and its central location and position on the water it would be
a key destination and attraction within the centre of the town.
The particular difficulty is the role that the site plays as a car park in the
centre of town, (in conjunction with Well Lane car park), and where there has
previously been significant concerns from many in the wider community
(business community included) over the impacts that would occur to access,
parking and trade generally if the car park was lost. Parking capacity would
need to be maintained on other sites. But, the reduction in parking at Church
Street, if coupled with enhanced parking at the northern and southern ends of
the town opens up the long desired potential of enhancing the main street
and limiting vehicle access to bring huge benefits for pedestrian use, disabled
access, air quality and commercial success8.
The sensitivity and difficulty in developing the site, its unstable substructure,
and therefore the limited scope for achieving financial viability is recognised.
Nevertheless, its importance as a key site makes vital that it is regenerated.
There could be a dual role for this site to play, where some essential parking
could be retained for immediate residents or disabled users but where a high
quality public space is provided to create a destination next to the water for
views and access to water transport to other drop off destinations along
Falmouth’s frontage. Vehicle access should be retained to properties backing
on to the site, and perhaps some parking limited to residents.
Alongside a high quality open space and possible ferry destination, new uses
need to be encouraged which could include some pop-up or temporary
businesses or events, and a well-designed development that respects its
surroundings and scale with functions that do not compete with the main
street, but add to it. Consideration could be given to some sensitive
development along the back and in some pavilion style structures closer to
the harbour edge to help enliven the area and provide a much needed boost
to the viability of any scheme. Any regeneration of this site must be
integrated with the main street from the Moor to the NMMC. Its surface
treatment, plans for pedestrianisation and management of deliveries and
some access, the shuttle bus service, and use of upper floors, all need a plan
or code. AECOM undertook a study (unapproved) but it does provide a basis
for debate, and can be found in appendix 7.1.
8

International Transport Forum (2011) Pedestrian Safety, Urban Space and Health, OECD/ITF, Paris.
Lawler, E., The Pedestrian Pound: the business case for better streets and places,
www.livingstreets.org.uk/pedestrianpound accessed June 2016.

Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting

Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

Town centre, waterfront site, with water on three
sides, and backs of properties on the western
boundary. Restricted access; one way down a narrow
street, and egress through a covered passageway
emerging into the main street (with limited visibility)
Conservation Area. Backs on to a number of Listed
Buildings (II* & II)
Flat, but on two levels, the lower level at the
southern part of the site
Car park. It was formerly a gas works, and so the
land is contaminated and the substructure poor
A potential draw and hub that could enhance local
shops and businesses
n/a
Former gas works
Significant regeneration potential
Water edge and views
Important open space for the wider community and
tourists
Sensitive development at the rear of the site, along
with lightweight, ‘transparent’ pavilions closer to the
water, pop-up functions
n/a
Marine-related businesses, restaurant/food outlets,
events and pop-up retail
Pedestrian to the main street and town shopping area
Shuttle bus and potential for ferry
High quality waterfront space and promenade
Suitable hard landscaping for a marine site

B.11 Grove Place; B.12 Maritime/former TA Centre; B.13 extension
car parks:
OS Grid ref: SW809328, SW812322, SW813323:
Site areas, approx. 0.37ha, 0.49ha, 0.09ha.

These sites form one of the strategic car park provisions for the town. Grove
Place has 168 spaces, and Maritime/TA has 150 spaces.
The Grove Place site could offer some potential for limited enabling
development. A key factor is the relationship of this site with the adjoining
Conservation area, the important listed Grade II* Arwennack Manor and the
Grade II Kiligrew Monument, which have been key material (often
overriding) factors on previous planning decisions in this area. This would be
likely to have significant effects on development potential (if any, or limiting)
in addition to issues such as type, scale and form. Most of the parking should
be retained. The diagonal line passing the Arwenack Monument needs to be
kept, as it represents the original shore line, and it could be enhanced. The
space between the Monument and the entrance to Events Square should (by
removing some parking) be landscaped and the entrance celebrated. This
would also provide a better setting for Arwenack Manor.
The Maritime/TA site is suitable for development, much along the lines
suggested by a study by Terrence O’Rourke in 2005. It could involve an
increase in parking using a multi-storey structure taking around half of the
Church Street parking numbers. A mixture of housing and/or retail, or
student housing incorporated or surrounding it should be considered in order
to enable the development to be viable, and to ‘mend’ the urban structure.
The Grove Place Extension Car Park has been subject to planning
applications for a Premier Inn and a student housing scheme of 99 rooms.
There appears to be a restrictive covenant in the Land Registry stating that it
‘shall not be developed for student housing’. Another use will need to be

found, if not for students’ maybe then for other groups that would otherwise
occupy HMOs. Ideally it should integrate with the former TA site.
It is important to understand the potential role and location with the town
centre and how any development of these sites might offer an enhancement
to the town centre and its retail draw. A wider parking strategy is critical
given the length of the High Street and the need for provision at this end of
the main street. A policy is outlined in a study by Falmouth Civic Society
(2012) which is a basis for debate and is accessible in the Dropbox file.
Note: The garage opposite the Maritime/TA car park is a site that should be
considered for redevelopment if it became vacant, as at the moment it is
clearly an eyesore. It is a good opportunity for housing/apartments or other
residential uses.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting

Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design

Densities/layout

Grove Place is sited between Event Square and
Arwenack Manor, and has the opportunity to improve
and link the two with landscaping. The Maritime/TA
site could accommodate a multi storey car park with
development surrounding it to improve the urban
character of the corner. The extension car park has
residential development potential and could integrate
with Event Square and the development that might
surround the TA car park. Note that the income from
Grove Place goes to Cornwall Council and the TA to
the NMMC
None, but adjacent to Listed buildings (II* & II) and
Conservation Area
Flat
Car Parks
Close to shops, restaurants, museum and events,
and provides key parking for the main shopping area
n/a
Reclaimed land
Maritime/TA site and Grove Place Extension car
park: High
Grove Place: Enhancement
Net car parking numbers, and an increase displaced
from Church Street
Important resource for cultural activities and food.
Maritime/TA site and Grove Place Extension car
park: Multi storey car park, surrounded by enabling
development
Grove Place: landscaping between Events Square
and the Killigrew Monument, and slight reduction in
car spaces
High density residential on the extension car park,
and surrounding the multi-storey car park.
Apartments and/or student accommodation and/or
retail.

Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

n/a other than parking
Essential link to the main shopping area and cultural
facilities
On bus route and shuttle service.
Important around Killigrew Monument.
Potential to improve and link between Event Square
and Arwenack Manor

B.14 Water sports centre:
OS Grid ref: SW812324: Site area, approx. 0.50ha.

Another important central site. Critically, it provides access to the water and
storage for vessels throughout the winter. The building itself does not
contribute to the street scene or add quality to the built environment at this
end of the town. The site could offer potentially better built form through
regeneration, however the location and uses as a water sports centre and
point of access to the must be retained, as it contributes significantly to the
town and wider activities in Falmouth. While keeping those functions the site
is suitable for regeneration. A redeveloped water sports centre could be sited
to improve views to the harbour, and could perhaps incorporate the harbour
master’s workshop which lies in the way of such views at present (e.g. see
sketch in appendix 7.2). It is possible that an upper storey or two could be
created for some residential accommodation. The waterfront side of the site
could be used for an improved boat storage facility. The street design from
the TA car park to Trago’s and Custom House Quay should be improved.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting
Designations

Marine function provides interest to the scene, and
views of the harbour past the slipway are important.
Access into the site for vehicles and trailers is needed
Adjacent to Conservation Area and Grade II listed

Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

terrace
Flat, apart from sloping slipway
Maritime
Some jobs related to the Centre and marine activity
n/a
Reclaimed land, former ‘pier’ to a store.
Some regeneration and new build
The slipway, boat storage facility and marine
activities
A useful community facility
Three storey, with Watersports Centre at ground
level, maybe raised balcony, and residential above
Provide active street frontage
Water sports, restaurant, boat storage
Close proximity to NMMC
Shuttle bus service, ferry at Custom House Quay
For boat storage
n/a

B.15 Well Lane Car Park and; B.16 Backlands:
OS Grid ref: SW808327 (Well Lane): Site area, approx. 0.91ha: plus various
small sites.

Well Lane: This small car park (37 spaces) is central within the town centre
and delivers a complimentary role along with that of Church Street car park.
Clearly its central location offers a potential to provide additional development
capacity where residential development could be sustainably located in close

proximity to the services and transport opportunities offered within the town
centre. Access to the site is constrained by at times narrow and tortuous
roads through residential areas which restrict development opportunities and
use. Development potential on this small site is thus limited. If parking in the
Quarry and Maritime/TA sites is to be increased, then this site should be
retained for parking, especially for disabled access, and perhaps for free use
in the evenings.
Backlands: The cluster of small backland and brownfield sites has
development potential, especially if some are aggregated. This area needs to
be considered strategically to improve the area and its urban character as a
whole. An urban design plan or code should be considered. A scheme by
Lavigne Lonsdale commissioned by Cornwall Council provides a good starting
point, showing how 2 and 3-storey housing can be sensitively inserted into
small sites to give an overall urban coherence to the scene9.
Connections: In addition, consideration should be given to the route
between Falmouth Town Station and the Moor (Arwenack Avenue, Gyllyng
Street, Smithick Street) and taking in these backland sites should be
designed as a whole, to be upgraded and regenerated to create another
‘special’ route into the centre of the town.
Site potential, general assessment (Backlands)
Key characteristics
and setting

Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage

Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community

9

Restricted access to all the sites, via Wood Lane or
Swanpool Hill restricts development opportunities to
small scale interventions. The sites are bounded by
housing, stone walls and some green spaces. A
number of sites are brownfield, with derelict
buildings. There are views over the harbour from the
terraces. Pedestrian rights of way connect different
levels, and give access to the main shopping street
Conservation Area, and three Listed buildings (II)
Terraced west to east, undulating north to south
Residential
n/a
Within 800m of nearest Primary School, and walking
distance to Wood Lane University campus and Marine
School. Around 2km to Secondary School
Former Synagogue and Quaker Chapel (Both
converted to residential). Remains of homes, possibly
part of slum clearance?
Moderate, with infill development of
Some green spaces, and pedestrian rights of way and
stepped paths joining the terraces (Wodehouse
Terrace/Clare Terrace, Gylling Street/Smithwick Hill,
New Street, Church Street.
Residential mixed ted tenure to strengthen existing
community

http://www.lavignelonsdale.co.uk/portfolio_page/falmouth-backlands/

Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

Terraced infill housing 2-3 storeys
High
n/a
Pedestrian
Close to Moor transport ‘hub’
Small interspersed green spaces to protect
Improvements to street scene

C. Scattered sites within boundary – enabling development,
residential infill and community facilities
These sites sit within the town independently and are thus treated
individually. They provide opportunities to add some housing, to provide
income through enabling development to improve facilities, and to add value
to the Falmouth community as a whole.
C.17 Falmouth Wharves:
OS Grid ref: SW800339: Site area, approx. 0.8ha.

This is an important site for Falmouth in terms of employment and in
particular for marine related activity. In economic terms (notwithstanding the
age and condition of the buildings and structures) there are important current
and future links between this site, the slipway at Ponshardon and the Docks,
as it provides deep water wharfage which is in very limited supply locally.
With future investment in marine employment generally in the Falmouth area,
this site will become important to support the marine sector. The site is
within a Flood zone, and is at risk of tidal flooding.
Further consideration related to the current mix of uses is suggested. The site
offers a unique location in Falmouth and Cornwall, with marine industry, art
and craft, where possible crossovers of skills and capabilities could be grown.
Several attempts at housing on this site have failed due to significant
objections, and has have failed twice at appeal, which ruled that marine
industry should be protected there. The site has no residential potential whilst
there is a requirement for deep water wharfage.

Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting

Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

Dominated by industrial buildings, most in poor
condition. The southern boundary is protected by
trees and greenery. The remaining three sides are
surrounded by water and it provides significant deepwater moorings, not available elsewhere in the
Penryn River.
Medium risk of flooding
Flat, with steeply sloping access road (10m drop)
Marine industry, commercial, craft
Good opportunities for marine and arts/crafts, and
some serendipity between them
Just over 800m from nearest primary school.
Not known
Regeneration potential. Constrained by access down
to the site, and from North Parade. Not suitable for
residential.
Marine industry function and deep water wharfage

n/a
Industrial/commercial/arts
n/a
n/a
Poor
No public transport within reasonable walking
distance
n/a
Retain trees and greenery on southern edge

C.18 Coachworks site, Penwerris Lane:
OS Grid ref: SW802335: Site area, approx. 0.23ha.

A flat site with regeneration or development potential if it were to become
available. A possible location for housing, though it would be a small infill
development. Probably, as the site is contained, for 3-4 storey apartments,
but unlikely to yield more than 16 dwellings. Given its location, removed from
the town centre, with few facilities and lack of an easily accessible bus
service, and the surrounding residential uses, it is unsuitable for student
accommodation. Sensitive design would be needed as it borders the
Conservation area and is close to numerous listed buildings in North Parade10.
C.19 Four Winds; C.20 former depot:
OS Grid ref: SW799331: Site area, approx. 0.57ha.

Recently closed and on the market for sale11. It is on the northern entrance to
Falmouth off Dracaena Avenue. The site adjacent is a depot that is
redundant. The two sites together would make a decent area for either a
hotel or for housing, especially affordable housing for families. It is close to
the Beacon Primary School and also playing fields and the Dracaena Centre.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting
Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
10

Mature trees and landscape on N & W boundaries. A
well-screened site.
None (but included in the SHLAA)
Sloping up to a raise ‘plateau’
Restaurant and industrial
n/a

The site has been sold and an application made for 120 student rooms (PA16/01596/PREAPP). This
is not one of the sites supported for student accommodation in this Neighbourhood Plan.
11
The site has been sold and an application made for 120-200 student rooms (PA16/01882/PREAPP).
This is not one of the sites supported for student accommodation in this Neighbourhood Plan.

Education
History/heritage
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

Close to Primary School, Secondary School
reasonably accessible 800-1000m
Not known
High
Trees on N & W boundaries

Would form part of Beacon community and in close
proximity to key facilities
Town houses and apartments
Around 60-70dph, probably a cul-de-sac form
Close by, so none needed on site
Close to main route to Falmouth and Penryn. Good
pedestrian links to south (and Primary School) and
east to existing housing
Close to the main bus route
To conform to Cornwall County guidance on open
space per dwelling
Retain existing trees and screening on boundaries

C.21 Falmouth Hospital, pharmacy and surgery; C.22 Health Centre:
OS Grid ref: SW796329: Site area, approx. 2.1ha.

The health function is very important to retain as an essential service for
Falmouth. Its loss would generate huge public opposition. The hospital
building also has architectural merit.
In times of central government cuts and budgetary problems in the NHS, it
could be seen as vulnerable. This site is central within the urban area, and is

reasonably well related to the town, with links to the town centre and is close
to the main public transport route. As a relatively large site in part and as a
whole, it would be attractive to developers.
However, the site is a significant local health facility for the town and wider
rural hinterland. No land is available for its relocation/re-provision, and the
land has not been offered for development. Historically any suggestion of a
reduced provision has been very sensitive and not supported. Further with
the scale of the town currently and considering its growth over the Local Plan
period, it would be inappropriate in infrastructure terms to lose such a
valuable local service.
Nevertheless, there is considerable potential for rationalisation and
refurbishment. The access to the health centre and ambulance station is very
poor, and its building of low quality and inefficient. The two sites could be
connected and a hospital and a Falmouth medical hub developed.
Providing a case for enabling development may be the only way of getting
improved new health facilities, perhaps coupled with key sector worker
housing to support the key services. The NHS should be encouraged to look
at this with perhaps a S106 precept on greenfield sites to help meet costs of
extra provision
However, the chances of this happening, however sensible, may be remote
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting
Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

Bounded by Trescobeas Road, and surrounded on
three sides by housing. There are open views to the
south
None
Rising ground south to north, and the site is
elevated, overlooking Boslowick on the other side of
the valley
Health
NHS an important employer
n/a
Architecturally interesting hospital building
Refurbishment potential, but unlikely to happen
The Hospital building

Vital to maintain the health facility
Hospital/health centre/polyclinic/pharmacy/surgery
n/a
Health related
Needs rationalisation with the sites
Good
Limited
Could be improved

C.23 Rosslyn Hotel site:
OS Grid ref: SW797329: Site area, approx. 0.28ha.

This site is next to the Hospital and Pharmacy, and is within the urban area,
and is reasonably well related to the town, with links to the town centre and
is close to the main public transport route. It recently had planning
permission for elderly persons’ housing, but has been sold to developers of
student accommodation12. A public consultation exercise has been held
leading to significant opposition, and the formation of a ‘Save our Falmouth’
campaign group.
This site has to be seen in relation to other sites in Falmouth that have been
considered more suitable for managed student accommodation, and also the
anticipated growth in student numbers. The sites identified later in this report
(the Quarry, former TA site, Ocean Bowl, and the Vospers/New Sainsburys
site) more than cater for the growth predicted for student numbers, and allow
for the control of any further HMOs through an Article 4.
It is therefore a site that is more suitable for contributing to the housing
growth targets, and that helps fulfil an acute shortage in the town.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting
Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education

12

Adjacent to the Hospital/pharmacy, and in a
residential area.
None
Sloping south to north
Hotel
n/a
Close to adult education centre, secondary and
primary schools

An application was made for 128 student rooms (PA16/03586) and is under consideration. This is
not one of the sites supported for student accommodation in this Neighbourhood Plan

History/heritage

Hotel converted from a pair of 19th century semidetached houses

Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community

High, and needed for housing

Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

None

Good links to the pharmacy and Adult Education
Centre make it potentially attractive for elderly
persons’ accommodation, or for affordable or social
housing.
Apartments or town houses
High
n/a
Health and Education
Close to the main bus route
Limited, but if possible to conform to Cornwall County
guidance on open space per dwelling
n/a

C.24 Adult Education Centre; C.25 playing fields Tregenver Road:
OS Grid ref: SW798326: Site area, approx. 2.2ha.

The sites are situated centrally within the wider urban area, close to public
transport routes and with clear routes and links to the town centre. The
grassed area/pitches provide important local central open space and it is used
by the local school due to lack of facilities. Site also used by Falmouth RFC in

conjunction with its main site. At a public consultation on the town
framework, the loss of the field was resisted and site was not pursued.
The adult education use should be retained. However, there is potential for
regeneration and the upgrading of the building, and possibly small scale
redevelopment of buildings at the rear. There is also the potential for
enhanced community use with some modest enabling development on the
south of the site to fund an all-weather pitch, and the potential for dual use
with the RFC field. Such an upgrading with better facilities might encourage
more intensive use. However, if with the RFC, the under-utilisation persists,
then one or the other could be considered seriously for housing development.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting
Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage

Significant open space, surrounded by houses

Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design

Small scale refurbishment, regeneration and enabling
development; potential to fund all-weather pitch
The open space and educational function

Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

None
Largely level
Education and leisure
n/a
n/a
Old school building, history not known

Retain as important community facility
Regeneration of education facility. Possible addition
of small number of houses as enabling development
Low
Adult education, sports pitch
Within reasonable reach of the town centre
Main bus route within walking distance
Important to retain
Important to retain/enhance trees and hedges
around the site boundaries

C.26 Falmouth RFC playing field:
OS Grid ref: SW801324: Site area, approx. 2ha.
Its use for the Rugby Club is likely to be retained. There is potential for
improving it for the local community and installing an all-weather pitch. In
order to fund this there is possibly room on site for some enabling
development. It should be seen in relation to the playing fields in Tregenver
Road, and the possibility of dual use for both to be considered more carefully
to achieve an intensification of use.

Falmouth RFC had planning permission to relocate at Bickland (which has
expired), but there is now no indication of a desire to move to alternative
location. Should it ever do so then it is a potential site for redevelopment for
housing.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting

Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

Large playing field bounded by Dracaena Avenue and
Tregenver Road and the bowling green to the north
west. Awkward access to the roundabout, but fine
pine tree on the corner spoilt by advertising signs.
The south of the site is used for car boot sale and
visiting fairs and circuses. The retaining wall and
backs of buildings facing Dracaena Avenue are
visually poor
None
Level
Sports and other leisure uses
n/a
n/a
Not known
Currently none, except for some upgrading and
possible small scale enabling development
Trees and greenery that exists on the boundaries

Important facility, especially if shared with Tregenver
Road playing fields
Upgrading of existing, plus a little enabling
development
n/a
Sports/leisure
Within reasonable reach of the town centre
Main bus route within walking distance
Important to retain
Important to retain/enhance trees and hedges
around the site boundaries

C.27 Garage, Boslowick Road:
OS Grid ref: SW796323: Site area, approx. 0.23ha.
C.28 Sewerage Pumping Station site Meadowside Road:
OS Grid ref: SW798319: Site area, approx. 0.8ha.

The garage is a small site, adjacent to high risk flooding area, may take a few
houses, but not necessary to include. Low development potential.
The Sewerage Pumping Station site appeared to have some opportunity for
housing. However, the access is poor, but is within walking distance of the
Boslowick centre. It is limited by significant trees within site and its boundary
and impacts of these along with ecological impacts of any loss. It is also at
high risk of flooding, and adjacent to the Swanpool SSSI. It seems unsuitable
for development, so is excluded. Little development potential.
C.29 Dell car park; C.30 garage backlands:
OS Grid ref: SW811321, SW810320:
Site areas, approx. 0.27ha, 0.16ha.

This smaller car park site (105 spaces) is linked with the larger car parks,
serving the town and adjoining rail station. It adds to the provision at this
end of town and serves the rail station. The site is subject to occasional
flooding which can cover about three quarters of the site. The site was
formerly the fish ponds to Grove Hill House (Grade II Listed) and there are
remnants of its historic gardens; it has some landscape value. It is not
suitable for residential development and the parking should be retained.
There is an opportunity to improve transport ‘interchange’ with a shelter for
the shuttle bus stop and taxis, and maybe to provide a taxi call point.
The garage site may not be available, but it could take some student or hostel
development, or car-free residential – as the access is limited down a private
lane. There is currently some interest in the site for student accommodation.
Both these sites are in the Conservation area.
C.31 Melville Road/former sidings:
OS Grid ref: SW815321: Site area, approx. 0.34ha.

The site is within the Conservation area and includes a number of mature
trees that contribute towards the wider setting of this part of Falmouth. This,
combined with the narrow nature of the site raises concerns over the ability
to deliver anything meaningful on this narrow and restricted site. In addition
the trees are afforded protection from the Conservation area status, and any
development at this site would be likely to give rise to potential impacts and
pressures on these mature trees such that they could be lost. This matter
could be overriding should a development proposal comes forward that
cannot demonstrate that the trees can be retained and maintained into the
future following any development that might be achievable on this site.

The Falmouth Hotel (Listed Grade II) is opposite, and its grounds,
landscaping and trees form the setting to the easterly part of this site. Access
onto Melville Road is also likely to be problematic.
It should also be noted that the site backs onto the railway line, and which
can in many instances give rise to objections from Network Rail to
development proposals in such close proximity to the line.
Nevertheless it is reasonably well located town centre site with potential for
some carefully designed and sensitive development - the site next door
seems to have been developed reasonably well. The site has limited potential
for development.
C.32 & C.33 Sites adjacent to Admiral Nelson (former pub)
OS Grid ref: SW815323 (car park), SW813323 (NMMC):
Site areas, approx. 0.23ha (car park), 0.11ha (NMMC).

These sites sit in close proximity to the Docks, which have constraints relating
to Health and safety, in particular with regards to HSE consultation zones
which are an overriding consideration. Recent changes to the scale of
consultation zones might offer some additional opportunities, although it
would remain to be assessed through the planning process, and may not be
an assured outcome.
Admiral Nelson site: This urban site is now built with retirement apartments
nearing completion.
C.32 Car park next to Admiral Nelson: This is suitable for high density 4-5
storey residential with 30-40% being affordable. There is potential for mixed
use, or for a hotel. This is an important ‘entrance’ site to Falmouth and will

need a high quality design. There are some restrictive covenants on this land
that need to be checked.
C.33 Site at rear of NMMC: This site was intended to be a store and
workshop for the NMMC, but that function is now at Ponsharden. The site is
suitable for workshops with flats over, or live/work units, or possibly student
accommodation.
The route between the RNLI and NMMC is important to open up. There is a
condition on the footbridge (as part of the planning permission) that this
should be open to the public. Some investigation into the condition and
enforcement is needed.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting
Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community

Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

These sites are on either side of the Challenger Quay
and Marina gated developments.
None, but bounded on two sides by Conservation
Area
Flat
Car park, underused
n/a
Not close to schools
Not known
High (car park); potential (NMMC)
None
For Car Park site
Residential could strengthen community, and mixed
use/facility should be encouraged. Hotel could
support the tourist industry and shortage of rooms in
the town
Apartments, or hotel, 4-5 storey
High density
Encourage provision– the local convenience store
closed, but has now re-opened. A new
restaurant/café has opened opposite.
Close to the Docks rail station. Walking distance to
shops lengthy around the gated development. The
route via NMMC should be opened up
Rail, and infrequent and inconvenient bus route on
Melvill Road.
If possible to conform to Cornwall County guidance
on open space per dwelling
n/a

C.34 Ocean Bowl site:
OS Grid ref: SW817322: Site area, approx. 0.37ha.

The site is adjacent to the docks and within the HSE consultation zones. Any
development for residential at this site would need to be considered in light of
this, but the changes to these may make development possible. The site is
owned by Pendennis Superyachts as a potential workshop or storage area.
The site has (May 2016) been sold, subject to obtaining planning permission,
to Empiric for £2.3m, a development company specialising in student
accommodation. The proposal is for 275 student rooms. There is already
strong local opposition to this proposal, and has been taken up by the ‘Save
our Falmouth’ campaign group. There is some justification for this as the
numbers would appear an over development, especially as the Maritime
Studios cater for only 146 students. The design (PA16/05447) is insensitive to
the site and pays no regard to its setting, and needs a radical redesign.
The loss of a leisure facility for Falmouth is regrettable. However, student
accommodation is not an inappropriate use for the site, although it would do
little to satisfy the demand for housing most needed in Falmouth for local
people. Affordable or social housing could be more desirable/acceptable.
However, its proximity to the rail station, and adjacency to other student
accommodation make it feasible for this use13.
Scale and built form will be important in relation to the residential properties
that are in close proximity to the site. A strict code is needed to ensure that
the mistake of building a block as insensitive and inappropriate to its setting
13

An alternative use as a strategic site for A & P and the docks has been made Council in the
consultation process which could also be appropriate for the site. However the case for economic
viability has not been made, and the failure to secure LEP funding for the dredging may put a question
mark against this proposal.

as the Maritime Studios, does not happen on this site. The rising ground
behind of Castle Drive needs to be respected, especially the view from the
town of the open ground in front of the Ships and Castles, comprising Upton’s
Mount Redout (a Scheduled Monument) and its line of sight. The design
should have a lower height at the SW end of the site, and be lower than the
bulk of the Maritme Studios at the other end.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting
Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment

Education
History/heritage
Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

Bounded by the railway line to the north and houses
to the south, it is largely featureless, apart from
some significant tree cover at the SW corner of the
site.
None
Fairly level
Leisure
The loss of jobs at Ocean Bowl may be replaced in
part if the accommodation is managed on-site. The
students may support additional facilities to be
provided in the immediate neighbourhood
Rail link to universities
Not known
High
Trees at SW corner

The concentration of students may unbalance the
existing community and have some negative impacts
2/3 – 4/5 stories to respect the setting and sloping
ground behind (No more than 4 stories on average)
High density
Not known
Disconnected for pedestrians, except for close
proximity to the beach
Rail, and infrequent bus service
n/a
Trees at SW corner

C.35 Pitch & Putt:
OS Grid ref: SW792310: Site area, approx. 3.0ha.

A sizeable site on the southern periphery of the town. Applications have been
made in the past to develop it, but they have been turned down. It is included
in the SHLAA. The location is isolated and distant from facilities. And it is
particularly sensitive as it is within the AONB. As such it is unsuitable for
development and should be protected.

D. Coastal and waterside sites – protection from
development
These are the most sensitive, and in some cases, the most important sites in
Falmouth. They are already under pressure for exploitative development
which could permanently damage the coastal scene, and the attraction to
visitors and tourists and the people of Falmouth. All have strong public
support for protection (NDP questionnaire), high landscape value, and also
historic significance. These sites deserve the highest level of protection.
D.36 Old Oil Depot, Pendennis Headland:
OS Grid ref: SW824321: Site area, approx. 1.72ha.

Planning application (PA15/10225) currently submitted for development that
includes 35 residential units, and which had been promoted through the
SHLAA process. Previous uses of the site and current neighbouring industrial
uses could become overriding factors for development on this site, especially
related to environmental health and health and safety. This could be likely to
raise significant infrastructure requirements to deliver development here.
The site is outside the conservation area. It also has problems of oil leakage,
and so remediation is desirable. The balance between the industrial uses
adjacent, the need to remediate, and the potential damage to the setting of
Pendennis Castle and the headland are clearly conflicting. Although the
developers argue that the materials used would reduce its impact, this does
not convince, and at night, with lights shining, its impact would be
considerable and negative.
The significance of its adjacency to the Scheduled Monument should prevent
any development there. If permission is granted, then, because of its special

problems and omission from the Conservation area, then a condition should
be stated that this would be an exception, and not to ever count as a
precedent for any further development on the headland.
D.37 Middle Point:
OS Grid ref: SW825320: Site area, approx. 0.52ha.
This is currently for sale as a ‘development opportunity’. There is a house and
outbuilding on the site, and the site is included with the Conservation area.
Because of the views from the water and St Mawes, and from the headland,
this site should not be developed in any way other than for a single
replacement dwelling. More would be damaging to the Castle and headland.
D.38 & D.39 Land in front of Ships and Castles:
OS Grid ref: SW825320: Site area, approx. 0.52ha.

This site includes some unused land and land used for the oil depot. It is
within the Conservation Area and contains Upton’ Mount Redoubt Redoubt, a
Scheduled Monument.
Proposals have been made, speculatively, for housing on these sites, which
have been visually and historically damaging, and destructive of the
landscape and landform.
This land should be protected from any development. It is an integral part of
the Pendennis defences and as such is important to the interpretation of the
history of the Pendennis defences; it has considerable value from views both
to and from the land. In particular, views from a large part of Falmouth to the

site are of significance, because the shape, land form and greenery make
sense of the headland and its history.
The main detractors from this are the Ships and Castles, and the
inappropriately designed Maritime Studios. Neither should have been built on
such a sensitive and important site and setting. Accordingly this land should
be protected from all development. In an ideal world it would be opened up
for public access, so that all could enjoy the setting, views, and history of the
headland and its castle.
Note: The Ships & Castles has recently been under threat of closure. Its
maintenance backlog and ongoing running costs are expensive. In a time of
austerity, although it is being kept open, may well come under threat again.
If it is closed (and hopefully relocated), it could provide an opportunity to
mend the damage that was done to the landscape, archaeology and historic
interpretation of this part of the historic Pendennis Headland. It should not be
seen or marketed as a development opportunity to exploit its location for
private use and gain. While the land could be seen as having development
value, the cost of demolition of a complex building to enable development
could outweigh a large proportion of its value. In policy terms it should never
be designated as a brownfield site.
Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting

Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage

Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport

A prominent site that is in an extremely sensitive
setting at the western end of Pendennis Headland. Its
landform, treed and green landscape are important
and highly visible from a large part of Falmouth. It is
of Historic significance and an integral part of a
nationally important English Heritage site. Upton’s
Mount Redoubt forms the eastern boundary.
Scheduled Monument (part); Conservation Area (but
included in the SHLAA)
Sloping by 15m southwest to northeast.
Unused
n/a
n/a
Upton’s Mount Redout and its line of sight is an
important Civil War monument, and traces of WW2
trenches are of historical value. Its history is of very
high value
None
Full protection needed

Ideally a public space
n/a
n/a
Open space and interpretation of Civil War site
Poor
Infrequent public transport

Open space
Landscape

Important to maintain
In need of improvement – an ideal public asset

D.40 Land off Swanpool Road (Horsefields site)
OS Grid ref: SW800311: Site area, approx. 1.5ha.

This is an important part of the character and setting of the coastal area.
There are significant views from, and into the site from the surrounding
areas. It forms part of the attraction of the area to visitors. The adjacency
with the AONB means it forms a natural continuation of this high value
landscape, and the proximity of the SSSI reinforces the sensitivity of the site.
The site is disconnected from the town, distant from any retail facilities or
employment areas, and poorly served by public transport. Any development
on this site would not help build a sustainable community, as the Golden
Bank area of housing closest to it has no facilities to support itself, let alone
for any extension on this site.
It is noted that the original Town Framework assessments of the site and its
current revision excluded it from development. Also, that the public
consultation for the Neighbourhood Plan overwhelmingly wanted the coastal
areas protected; Swanpool, Boscowen Fields and the Pendennis Headland
being highly valued and singled out by the people of Falmouth for protection.
This site is not suitable for development.14
14

This site has been subject to planning application PA14/12058 by Linden Homes to develop it with
28 houses, and it was refused planning permission by Cornwall County on 7 th July 2015. Linden

Site potential, general assessment
Key characteristics
and setting

Designations
Topography
Predominant land use
Economy/employment
Education
History/heritage

Development
potential
Protection
requirements
Policy outlines
Community
Building type/design
Densities/layout
Facilities
Connections
Transport
Open space
Landscape

An isolated site in a high value landscape and coastal
setting, compromised by a car park, toilets and
apartment buildings. The adjoining AONB and
proximity of the SSSI make it a sensitive site, and
views into the site give it a high landscape value. The
site comprises fields divided by hedgerows with a
wooded area to the west.
None (but included in SHLAA)
SW slope upwards of about 30m; the northern part of
the site is steeply sloping.
Agricultural
No major employment close by; small businesses
nearby include a restaurant, golf course, pitch & putt,
and garden centre.
Well outside the walking distance to the nearest
Primary School, and distant from the Secondary
School
Formerly the Swanpool silver mine, and likely
contamination from lead and arsenic traces from this
activity.
Low. Housing is not needed as the proposed growth
targets are more than met on the peripheral sites
identified as ‘A’ in this Plan
The open landscape and trees

Not achievable, unless significant facilities were to be
added to the adjacent Golden Bank housing area
n/a
n/a
None
Isolated and car dependent
Inadequate
n/a
Important to retain

Homes lodged an appeal which was heard on 19th April 2016. The appeal was allowed and planning
permission granted (APP/D0840/W/15/3129840). This will now be an isolated suburban development
and likely to be predominantly second homes.

4.2. Neighbourhood Workshop
For: the Strategic group and other working group representatives
Facilitated by Tim Kellett 1st March 2016 at the Town Hall chamber.
Attended by:
Henrietta Boex, Matthew Williams, Candy Atherton, George Gillow, Bill
Radmore, Grenville Chappel, Oliver Lane, David Yelland, Tom Ebdon, Jo
Widdicombe, Angela Beale, Tim Kellett
Apologies:
Mike Jenks, Steve Besford-Foster, MJ Long, Richard Thomas, David Hosken,
Michelle Brunton, Dominic O’Neill
Purpose
The purpose of this meeting was to ensure working group members shared a
reasonable consensus in their view of the location and scale of recognisable
neighbourhoods in Falmouth and the local facilities that existed to support
them. This workshop was part of the strategic group’s work plan.
It was also to provide material that could be used to develop future aspects of
the neighbourhood plan such as community consultation, engagement with
stakeholders, landowners or developers, and negotiations with adjoining
parish councils.
A short presentation was given by Tim Kellett on the nature of
neighbourhoods, what helps them become sustainable, the importance of a
focal point, a neighbourhood centre, their scale and the impacts of
connectivity and walking distances.
Workshop 1
This involved participants working in 3 smaller groups to identify boundaries
of Falmouth neighbourhoods they believed to have a distinct character or
sense of community, and to identify what local facilities existed within the
boundaries. The results were presented to the whole group and any important
observations noted.
The results are illustrated on the Workshop 1 Plan.
Observations and suggestions


While there were some differences noted in boundaries or sometimes
sub divisions there was a strong consistency in the neighbourhoods or
communities recognised.



The Town Centre provides excellent facilities and choice of shops but is
not within walking distance of the majority of the town. The
development is one-sided owing to the coastal location



The topography and steep gradients also have a major impact on
connectivity and walkability in the town.



The upper historic area of the town, with its regular Victorian street
blocks, was gradually changing in character due to the preponderance
of student housing. However it had a very strong distinctive character.



It was particularly evident that Boslowick provided a good local centre
in terms of shops it lacked a good community centre.



Swanpool, Goldenbank and the surrounding area was particularly
lacking any local facilities. It had no sense of centre and was made up
of a number of housing estates.



Lambs Lane area had few remaining shops and a huge green space
that seemed underused and included a severely deteriorating artificial
pitch. It was noted that the pitch was on made up land.



Pubs had traditional provided some local facilities but were closing
down in the outskirts of the town



Old Hill and the Beacon had two different characters and had few local
shops. The beacon Open space did not act a good connection between
adjacent housing areas.



The Dracaena Centre served a very wide area as a local community
centre but was a long walk from many areas.

Workshop 2
This involved participants reviewing the same map of Falmouth but with all
the sites identified that were under consideration or could be changed in the
future in some way. These included sites outside the neighbourhood plan
boundary but clearly would have a huge impact on existing Falmouth
communities. The groups then took their earlier observations and looked for
any opportunities for these sites to improve local facilities or improve the
sense of neighbourhoods rather than just providing housing sites or estates.
The output of three smaller groups was recorded on sketch plans and
presented and brought together on the single workshop 2 plan. Again very
similar conclusions were reached.
Suggestions


The sites on the northern boundary from Union Road to Falmouth Road
should not be considered in isolation but had a great opportunity to
strengthen the existing neighbourhood around Lambs Lane sharing a
new local centre and improved park in the centre. This would require a
street link over the railway.



These should not be developed as separate sites, but all could be
integrated and connected to create a mixed us community. There is
potential for higher density and integrated student developments
particularly at the Vospers end.



The pitch could be removed if the sports hub is developed at the school
and the area used to create a better public park.



A framework plan could be developed for this area with engagement
from key stakeholders e.g. School, Church Commissioners, Penryn TC,
Network Rail, Lambs Lane residents, West Country Land, Sainsbury’s,
Vospers etc



The Union corner housing risked being left out of local neighbourhoods
unless a better access and connections could be made and possibly
local facilities e.g. shop.



The potential sports hub around the school was a vital facility to
develop next to these neighbourhoods.



The sites around Kergilliack Farm should provide a local centre which
can also be accessed by the Conway Road area residents. The
enhancement of the Football club site could provide further local
facilities.



The sites adjacent to Menehay Farm could provide local facilities on
Bickland water road at the junction with Mongleath Road



It is vital that the nature of Bickland Water Road changes through
design and lower speed limit to become safer and more pedestrian
friendly. This needs to become a street to properly allow new housing
areas to integrate with existing communities.



It was noted that Ships and Castles leisure centre was not in a very
accessible location for most of the population. If its future was under
consideration then the Tregenver School and playing field could offer a
more accessible central site.



The Swanpool / Goldenbank estates had great need of some local
facilities and it may be possible to identify a site for a local shop or
mixed use building. It was suggested [not confirmed] that the open
green central area may have been unsuitable for development because
of ground conditions.

Workshop 1 Map: Identifying communities

Workshop 2 map: strengthening communities

4.3. Inputs to Cornwall Council Allocations/DPD
A close working relationship was established between the NDP Spatial
Strategy Working Group and Cornwall Council Planning though six informal
meetings and two wider formal meetings that included the Chair of the NDP.
Information was exchanged on the assessment of sites and discussion about
which sites to include in the NDP, and which should be part of the Allocations
Document. Broad strategies from the NDP have been taken into account by
Cornwall Council, and it is presumed that the NDP group will put forward
frameworks and some design codes for sites that make up Falmouth’s urban
extension, but which are outside the NDP boundaries.
It should be noted that there may be complications arising from the different
timescales of the documents concerned – the Local Plan, the Allocations/DPD,
the Article 4 Direction, and Neighbourhood Plan. Nevertheless the inputs that
have been made should map across reasonably smoothly.

4.4. Dropbox resource
A Dropbox resource was created for all the documentation used in this study,
and as a means to communicate with members of the Group. 14 folders and
17 further documents were saved on the site. These included key documents
such as: Policy documents including the NPPF and draft Local Plan; Falmouth
by Design; the Terrence O’Rourke study; Future Parking Strategy for
Falmouth; the Harbour Master Plan; Falmouth Character Assessment; a range
of Historic Documents; numerous examples of good practice and housing
design.
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Planning%20Documents
In addition a Virtual Library of Neighbourhood Plans was created, which
contained 67 neighbourhood plans. All were looked at, but a number of key
plans were referred to in more detail, including: Caistor; Frome; Fortune
Green and West Hampstead; St Ives; Truro.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x5wdkvt6sk09sq5/AACK1SpNvLem2s8G2hwbPT
M7a?dl=0

5. Draft policies for consideration
The suggestions here are for consideration when the final NDP report is
prepared.


The frameworks need diagrams to show densities, areas to be kept
green, connections, facilities, sufficient to show the broad strategies for
the new ‘sustainable communities’ we have identified.



Some summaries of numbers for growth needed







Housing – the growth target for Falmouth & Penryn is
1,123, of which 40% should be affordable. The affordable
housing should be 70% rental and 30% intermediate
(See 5.1 below)



The University needs planning permission to expand and
it is not clear what will be agreed. The prediction is for a
further 2,500 students, 1,000 of which are to be on
campus, and the remainder to be absorbed by Falmouth
& Penryn (see also 5.2).

Some ideas of housing capacities need to be given. The Town
Framework suggests the Church Commissioners land (our Lambs Lane
Community) could accommodate 300 at 35dph. This seems low and
likely to result in a simple roll out of developers standard boxes.


We suggest 150 apartments and/or town houses at
70dph, and 225 at 35 dph, giving a total of 375
dwellings. The high density could provide the core to the
community, and make social/affordable accommodation
more viable



Also the land at Hillhead the TF suggests 200. Similarly if
25% of the site was high density, this would yield 260
dwellings.



Lower Kergilliack already has planning permission for
300, so changing this may not be possible.



The Town Framework allocates 800 houses to the above
three urban extensions, we suggest this, if well designed,
could yield some 935 homes instead.



If the Menehay sites were to be developed, then
developing 65% of the area and leaving 35% for
landscaping, greenery and views to protect Budock could
still yield 400 homes. 160 at 70 dph and 240 at 35dph.
At the moment these would not be needed to fulfil the
growth targets.

Should we consider a policy that caps student numbers being catered
for in managed accommodation on the sites we have identified? What
should be the division between Falmouth & Penryn. E.g. 800 Falmouth

(the desired location), 400 in Penryn, and the University to add 400
more on site?


A cap that also relates to the article 4 restrictions. E.g. If
a very restrictive A4D of 5% or less even 0% is imposed,
then no more than 800 students to match the minimum
housing expansion of 800 homes (but still to be 800 even
if more houses are built)?



But if a policy of ‘no more students’ is adopted and they
were catered for on campus, then it would be unlikely
that the A4D could be as restrictive, and maybe set at a
minimum of 20% and more in some areas, or even some
areas not covered at all? In other words some balance
between new homes and students coming in?



The issue of restricting numbers may be considered for
undergraduates, but more could be considered for accommodation for
post graduates who are older (and arguably more mature and
responsible) and do not want just a room and often come with partners
or indeed families.



For further consideration or research:


A St Ives policy of no second homes for new build, or at least no
second homes for social/affordable new build.



Policies for selected key sites, and the centre of town



Some design codes, or reference out to established guidance.



Policies to ensure sewerage infrastructure is in place before huge
new development areas add to the pressure.

5.1. Housing Need in Falmouth15
Homes to rent
The number of households requesting affordable rented (at affordable and
social rents) property with a local connection to Falmouth is 1073.
The 1073 households require different size housing, they are as follows;
No of Households
560
353
110
39
11

15

Requirements
1 bed home
2 bed home
3 bed home
4 bed home
5 bed home

Figures provided by George Gillow through Homechoice for Falmouth’s housing need

The need in Falmouth also shows 297 of the applicants are over 55 years of
age and 251 of those applicants require 1 bedroom accommodation.
Homes to buy
Number of applicants with a local connection to Falmouth registered with
‘Help to buy south west’ and looking to buy a low cost home in Falmouth –
awaiting information.
40% of a development to be affordable housing
The planning department issue a Section 106 agreement to private housing
developments requiring them to include a percentage (often 40% but this can
vary) of the housing to be ‘affordable’. Affordable housing can either be
rented or to buy; both these types of affordable housing will be below market
rates.
70% rented
This part of the requirement can either be affordable rent or Social
rent. ‘Affordable rent’ can be up to 80% of open market rents in that
location. ‘Social rent’ (the rents charged by Cornwall Housing) is a rent which
is calculated from a base property value taken from the year 1999 and factors
in local wages compared to national incomes, typically this rent has been
around 60% of open market rents.
30% intermediate
The ‘intermediate’ element of the affordable requirement within a section 106
can either be rented or for sale, at levels cheaper than open market but
higher than the low social rents. This type of housing can be in a number of
forms including Shared Ownership, Shared Equity, First Buy, Discounted Sale,
often this element is in the form of houses sold by the developer as
‘Discounted sale’ or ‘Low cost housing for sale’ at a percentage (40% - 70%)
of open market value.
More information on this subject and more detailed explanations of the types
of affordable housing can be found on the Cornwall Council web site https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/housing/affordable-housing/what-is-affordablehousing-and-how-to-apply
5.2. Some notes on students in Falmouth16
The most obvious benefits are economic: Exeter and Falmouth
Universities and their students we have contributed over half a billion
pounds to the Cornish economy.
Falmouth and Penryn have the lowest unemployment in Cornwall and the
Falmouth and Truro parliamentary constituency has the highest wages in
Cornwall, some 16% higher than those for Cornwall as a whole. This is in
part because the two universities and their students are here.
Students and staff support Falmouth Week, Spring Fair, ParkLive and add to
the culture of the town via events like Café Scientific and the Science of
Xmas. Our students volunteer for a huge number of events and are the best
16

Notes provided by Prof David Hosken and Bill Radmore

student body for volunteering in the UK. Through the student union,
University of Exeter students have partnered with Falmouth University
students to: raise £37,000 during the past academic year conduct beach
clean-ups along Cornwall’s coast, volunteer to help children and the elderly,
lend a hand at local animal sanctuaries. This is because they feel part of the
local communities
A significant number of graduating students go on to stay in the area and
build homes and businesses often in above average paid and skilled jobs that
help the economy of the town. This is increasingly important given the rising
average age of residents with the potential for creating an unequal balance of
those in work and those retired. Others often return later in life having had
enough of city life.

5.3. Some notes on education in Falmouth
A meeting was held with Head Teacher representatives17 on 24th June 2016 in
response to interest expressed to the MP Sarah Newton about possible
involvement in the Neighbourhood Plan process. Key issues raised were the
issue of capacity, and whether to expand one of the existing primary schools,
or to seek to build a new one. Falmouth’s urban extensions may well
necessitate this in future, but it was though expansion might be the better
option. A pressing problem seemed to be the lack of parking and traffic
problems at the beginning and end of the day. An offer was made for one
representative to join the Stakeholder Group, but this was declined due to
excessive workloads. An intention to keep the process informed of
educational issues was expressed.
The current projections for Primary School pupil numbers is shown in the
figure below:

17

Jacqui Scarborough, Head, St Mary’s School, and Claire Fortey, Head, St Francis School.
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